Drs. Jie Du, Steven Lentz, Xinliang Ma chaired at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session.

Dr. Erdan Dong delivered opening speech at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session.
Drs. Steven Lentz and Muredach Reilly presented at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session.

Drs. Yi Zhu and Philip Tsao presented at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
Drs. Minghui Zou and Yuqing (Eugene) Chen presented at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session

Drs. Linda Cai and Tianxin Yang presented at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
Drs. Jie Du, Minhui Zou, Hong Wang, Xinliang Ma, Yong Ji and colleagues at the ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session

Dr. Nanping Wang and colleagues chaired ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
Dr. Zhiming Zhu and Ping-Ping Pei chaired ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session

ATVB leaders and colleagues at ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
ATVB leaders and colleagues at ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session

Dr. Daqing Zhang and colleagues at ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
Dr. Xinlinag Ma, Steven Lentz and colleagues at ATVB&CAAC@GW-ICC session
CAAC, AHA and NIH leaders visited the Great Wall
CAAC and AHA leaders and colleagues visited Summer Palace